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On 12 March 2004 the University was
delighted to receive a visit from His
Royal Highness The Prince of Wales. The
Prince is interested in higher education
and came along to learn about our
unique independent University.
On his arrival at the University, The
Prince was introduced, by the Vice Lord-
Lieutenant, to local and University
dignitaries.

After talking with some of our staff,
including Professor Chris Woodhead,

Professor Anthony O’Hear, Dr John Drew
and the Vice-Chancellor, Dr Terence
Kealey, about independence in education

and the work of the University, The
Prince walked across campus and

chatted to assembled well-wishers.
The Prince then joined a seminar that
was being taught by Dr Jane Ridley on
the subject of biography and Queen
Victoria and had a chance to talk with
the students.

'International rescue man' - alumnus
Andrew Goves (LLB ’98) was featured
in an article in The Bath Chronicle on
the 30 December 2003. On the 7
January 2004 The Devizes News,
Wiltshire, in 'County's new fire chief
settles in', also reported on Andy’s task
of settling into his new post, as fire chief
in Wiltshire.

'Top up fees may encourage private
university to go public' - Dr Kealey
was quoted in The Guardian on the 7
January in relation to his views on top
up fees.

'University News' - The conferment of
honorary degrees upon Dr Stephen
Bolsin, The Lord Browne of Madingley,
Mr Graham Green and the Baroness
Scotland of Asthal QC was published in
The Times on 5 March.

‘Today's Royal Engagements' - the
visit of HRH The Prince of Wales to the
University was announced in The Times
on the 12 March and the visit was
subsequently reported in The Times on
the 13 March.

'Managing the outsourcing projects
is task worth billions' – article by
Svetodar Yosifov (MBA ’02) published
in the Bulgarian daily Pari on the 7 April
2004. The article outlines the
prerequisites for the success of an
outsourcing initiative.

'The fresh faces of future fashion' -
Faye Marchant (BA Spanish and
European Politics ’98) tipped to be
one of the future movers and shakers of
the fashion media industry by Daily
Express on the 15 April 2004.

Message from
the Vice-Chancellor

2004 is my
Year of the
Alumni. I
treasure my
contacts
with the
alumni as
some of my
favourite
Buckingham
experiences,
and the
alumni seem

to like us – when we held our party at
the University to celebrate the QAA
Report, up to ten alumni joined us. Many
of them (you!) came a considerable
distance to support us. Thank you.

To strengthen our links, we are
inaugurating a series of lunchtime talks
in London, which are being generously
hosted by the Institute of Economic
Affairs, the think tank out of which the
University of Buckingham was born.
Their elegant offices and dining room
are only a few yards from the Houses of
Commons in Westminster, and I thank
John Blundell, the IEA’s Director
General, for his kindness. We started
our series of talks in March with Dr
Steven Bolsin, the heroic consultant
anaesthetist from Bristol who exposed
the children’s heart surgery scandal and
who discussed developments in medical
ethics. I will not quickly forget the frank
debate that then ensued over the
publication of hospital league tables.

We will be holding at least two more
such lunches in 2004, and one in 2005,
before which we will give the alumni
more notice than we did for Steve
Bolsin’s. I hope that some people will
want to interrupt the working day to join
us. Guests of alumni will be welcome,
and I look forward to meeting you then
or at the Summer Party on the 18th June
at London Zoo (Anne Matsuoka thinks
we’re animals).

Dr Terence Kealey
Vice-Chancellor
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All the hard work
has been well
worth it – but we
haven’t finished
yet. Following the
launch of the

AlumNet Version 2 site at the end of February,
we have had over 450 re-registrations, over 200
alumni offering to be mentors, and a prize for
usability. The usability prize was awarded to
Rebecca Mallon (Web Content Manager) by
UserMetrics, who are specialists in Web
usability. We beat several other higher
education institutions to the award that was
presented at the Getting Results seminar at
Warwick University in April.

I would just like to thank a few people who have
put in an enormous amount of time and effort to
rebuild the site and who continue to work hard
to keep AlumNet up to date, working as
smoothly as possible and, as much as
anything, for the enthusiasm that they have all
bought to the project. They are Rebecca, Martin
Hannavy (Web Developer), Matthew Day
(Manager, IT Services), Marcus Williams
(Careers), Suzanna Tomassi (Database Co-
ordinator) and, of course, Emil who has spent
hours trawling the Web looking for inspiration
and ideas. I must also say a huge thank you to
Bill Abraham who is Manager of Alumni
Projects at the London School of Economics. I

met him at a Conference last autumn and when
he heard what we were doing he very
generously gave of his time and expertise to
help us with ideas and to give an insight into
how things are done at LSE. He did not have to
do this and we are incredibly grateful. We now
feel our links with LSE are stronger and this
has even led us to exchange information on our
mutual alumni.

Ruprecht von Heusinger (Economics ’93),
who is also an alumnus of LSE, recently held
an art exhibition at Buckingham and this was
mentioned in the LSE newsletter. This is an
example of the sort of collaboration and links
upon which we will continue to build.

We are very excited indeed by the feedback we
have had since the new site has gone on line.
Obviously we are happy to receive critical
comments as well and will do our very best to
improve AlumNet on a regular basis. I would
just ask that those of you reading this article
who have not yet re-registered do so as soon
as you can. I am afraid you do need to re-
register, even if you were on the previous site.
This is because we have more options and
information and we also have added security,
which means signing up to the Terms &
Conditions. It doesn’t take long to do, but it
does mean that the site is safer.

I hope that you will enjoy the new additions of

the Careers sections, Business Focus and the
Mentoring option. We hope to add a picture
gallery fairly shortly and do send in any news
that you would like published in the News
section as we will run this as well as the
Independent and the more news we have the
more lively the site will be.

Finally – but very importantly – I do hope that
you will be able to come to the London Alumni
Summer party this year. We have managed to
book the Prince Albert Suite at London Zoo
and we also have the Terrace and Garden. It is
also the only day of the year that the Zoo is
open to the public in the evening so if you wish
to go and visit your favourite animal, I’m sure
you can!! Ticket prices (£35 each) include a
disco, food and some wine and we can party
from 7pm until midnight.You will see all the
details later on in the magazine (including
details of places to stay and clubs to go to later
if you are still in a party mood!) and if you wish
to pay by cash, cheque or credit card, give
Larisa Bogle a ring on +44 (0) 1280 820213, or
email larisa.bogle@buckingham.ac.uk.

I very much hope to see you there 
Anne

Email: anne.matsuoka@buckingham.ac.uk
Direct line: +44 (0) 1280 820338
Web site: www.buckingham.ac.uk/alumnet
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Editor’s News

This is supposed to be my farewell message to
you, since my term as Student Sabbatical Officer
in the PR/Alumni Department is coming to a close
in July. When nearing the end of one chapter of
our lives and reaching to the next, it is natural to
look back and reminisce over what we will leave
behind. Undoubtedly, for such a reality check
moment, all one can ever hope for is to leave the
place better than they have found it.

When I first joined Anne’s team, in July 2003, it
was with the clear vision that for Buckingham to
sustain itself as a premier academic community,
the Buckingham alumni needed to be given
continuous support in their undertakings, by
widely promoting their accomplishments,
strengthening the links between various alumni
groups and with the University, but also voicing
their concerns, whenever such have arisen.

It would have been much easier, and politically
correct altogether, for me here to generally outline
the numerous achievements of our University in
adding extra goodwill value to its brand and
name, however I will tell you about the people I
am leaving behind instead.

I could not imagine a person, more deserving my
tribute than Anne Matsuoka. It is thanks to her
sensitivity to your needs. her administrative talent
and hard work and last, but not least, her courage
and stamina, that the past year has seen this
tremendous growth to the Alumni Relations.

Anne kept championing the interests of alumni
from countries big and small, regardless of the
financial limitations, red tape and short-
sightedness to which, sadly, even Buckingham is
sometimes no stranger. Anne didn’t spare herself
or us, her team, from going the vital extra mile
that ought to be walked whenever there were no
other means available. Under her leadership my
colleagues Larisa Bogle, Sarah Rush, Suzanna
Tomassi and I excelled in transforming the
problems into challenges and then overcoming
them successfully. I feel honoured and enriched to
have been part of such a star team and here is
my sincere gratitude for being welcomed to work
together for a cause worthy of us all.

I am not going to list here all the noticeable
improvements to the Alumni relations that I have
been given the opportunity to contribute to during
my term. Suffice to say that most of the things we
have promised to you a year ago - we have
delivered. And we did so after listening carefully
to what your needs were. Take the revamped
AlumNet for example - a much more powerful and
productive networking system than ever before -
designed to your specifications, but beneficial to
the entire Buckingham community!

Even though it would not be possible for me to
name here each and every one, I want to stress
that such a major transformation wouldn’t have
happened had it not been for the dedication and
cooperation of various individuals and
departments across the University, which makes

me feel proud. But
while my pride in
Buckingham’s
management is
justified, I know that
my real sense of
pride in Buckingham comes from personally
knowing, sharing the joys of the
accomplishments and, sometimes, the tears of
disillusionment of the ordinary people of
Buckingham, who have also dedicated
themselves to making our University better than
when they have first started here. It is from their,
often understated, devotedness that our
“Buckingham experience” derives its charm and
beauty and to them I would like to thank with this
most appropriate quote from the late Indira
Gandhi: “...there are two categories of leaders:
those who seek the credit, and those who give
the service. I suggest you elect to participate in
the latter category - there is a lot less
competition.”

I look forward to meeting in person as many of
you as possible, at the London Zoo Alumni
Summer Party where, among the other things, I
will be actively job hunting! So, as you can see,
this is not a farewell message. I am just moving
on to the next page.

Emil R. Vassilev
(MBA ‘02; LLM ‘03)
emil.vassilev@buckingham.ac.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1280 820230

Emil’s News



Before leaving The Prince was invited to
sign the Visitors’ Book and was also
presented with two books as a memento of
his visit.

As His Royal Highness was leaving he took
a further opportunity to speak to some of
the staff and students who had been
waiting outside to say goodbye.

The Prince took the time to pose for a
picture taken by a student on her mobile
phone.

The photographer was Nigerian student
Ngozi (Amanda) Anarah (Information
Systems). She seized the opportunity to
capture His Royal Highness by camera
phone as he stopped to talk to a fellow
student about Nigeria.

The visit, albeit very brief, was a
memorable one and we thank The Prince
for his interest in our University and for
taking the trouble to come and visit us.

Photographs courtesy of Daniel Oliver,
Success Photography

Many of you will remember our article in the
Autumn 2001 issue of The Independent on the
"Eiger Challenge", organized by Isabel Keen
(BSc Economics ’90), a very close friend of
Stephen’s.

We are very sad to be printing the following
obituary:

Stephen Hands (BSc AFM ’88)
9 August 1965 – 15 June 2003

Stephen was born in Geneva and moved to
Haywards Heath 18 months later. The family
moved to Brazil when Stephen started Lancing
College and he jetted between school and home
every holiday. After attending the University of
Buckingham he worked in the City as a Bond
Trader, and in 1991 he spent some time working
in the World Trade Center. He noticed that his
office had an American flag and a Canadian flag
hanging on the wall and so he bought a Union
Jack and hung it between the two! On
September 11th 2002 the Home Secretary was
handed a Union Jack that was found in the
wreckage of the building. Perhaps it was the one
Stephen bought.

In 1996 Stephen was diagnosed with Motor
Neurone Disease, a devastating illness that
deprives the sufferer of the use of all muscles but
keeps the mind fully alert. Apart from not being
able to move, he could not talk or swallow
properly for the last three years. He coped
amazingly well with being imprisoned within his
body. He was generally cheerful and never lost
his sense of humour. Whilst he was frightened
of dying in a distressing way and he sympathised
with motor neurone sufferers who campaigned

for euthanasia, he never wanted this for himself
and treated the illness as an "adventure" and
would test himself regularly to see how far along

the path he had gone. His positive attitude,
bravery, and irrepressible sense of humour were
an inspiration to all those around him and made
life for his carers much easier. He will be greatly
missed.
Amongst other Buckingham alumni who
attended Stephen’s funeral were Isabel Keen,
Mark Gleave (BA PEL ’87), Michael Barlow
(LLB ’88), Gary Forrest (BSc AFM ’89) and
Tim Bowen (BSc AFM ’87).

Alumni at work
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Paul De La Croix-Vaubois
(BSc AFM ’86)

"I hope that you like paperwork, because
you'll be eating plenty of it". These were
the words of welcome that I received from
the Senior Administrative Officer when I
joined the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in
1993. I had just arrived in Nairobi on my
way to Somalia to take up my first
assignment with UNHCR in Luuq Ganane,
a small village along the Juba River in
southwestern Somalia.

Whilst there was much truth in what I had
been told (there was and continues to be
a whole lot of paper – or email - that
passes across my desk), the bureaucratic
aspects of my job as an administrative
and finance officer in Luuq Ganane were
never too burdensome, given that they
were accompanied by a high level of
excitement and danger in this conflict-
ridden country.

My commute was slightly different from
the one I had been accustomed to in
Europe and my accommodation even
more so. I would fly to Nairobi from Luuq
Ganane on privately chartered eight-
seater planes, and on Russian-made Mi
16 helicopters; I slept under a tent for
eighteen months using a light and a fan
run by a small compound generator. I
interacted with people affected by the
conflict on a daily basis, negotiated with
leaders of the varying warring factions,
and was even taken hostage by a group of

them. In short, life was never dull in Luuq
Ganane.

(Paul, on the right, with two of his
assistants, in Sri Lanka)

Since those early days of my career with
UNHCR some 11 years ago, I have lived
in Burundi, Croatia, Switzerland, and Sri
Lanka and have travelled to numerous
other countries in Central Asia, the Middle
East, the Caucasus and South America.
During this time, I have witnessed the
adverse effects of conflict on the lives of
ordinary people around the world, and
have been impressed with their resilience
and bravery. I have also met and worked
with some truly exceptional people from
across the globe, committed to helping
refugee populations seeking to put their
lives back together.

Despite the hardships associated with the
job, my career with UNHCR has been
immensely rewarding. UNHCR is one of
the biggest UN agencies and is mandated
to protect and to seek durable solutions
for some 20.8 million refugees, displaced
persons and other persons of concern
around the world.

There are a few prerequisites for joining
the United Nations or its specialised
agencies: An advanced university degree,
at least two of the UN working languages
(French, English, Spanish, Chinese,
Russian and Arabic), five to ten years of
relevant professional experience. Military
training can be useful, though not a strict
requirement. Advantages include the
opportunity to travel regularly, meet and
work with people of diverse backgrounds
and nationalities. The main disadvantage
is of course the cycle of continual moving,
and uprooting the family every three to
four years.

For more information on careers in the
United Nations or UNHCR, check the
following websites:
www.un.org; www.unhcr.ch.

Quote of the Season
What a warm surprise and greeting as I
have added one more year to my
wisdom and knowledge!
Many thanks for the sentiments.
It sure is the next best to being close to
Buckingham!
On the Zoo trip Malawi is far away;
however I shall make it a point when I
am next in the UK.
My warm regards to you all!
Mtamandeni Kalilangwe (MBA ‘00)



Mayo Win-Pe (LLB ’97)
Having read the
Winter edition of
‘The
Independent’
and having
applauded the
good and
charitable work
the alumni are
undertaking in
their own
countries, I felt

the desire not only to reassess my goals
but also to reflect on what I have achieved
thus far since leaving Buckingham in 1997
with a 2:2 in LLB. I owed it all to my
erstwhile teachers including Professor
Durand, Mr Goldberg, Mr Stevens and Dr
Skelton who may at times, I am sure, have
felt that I was not going to go far in life.
Whilst that remains to be seen, as a long
term resident of Buckingham and to give a
local and perhaps an alternative flavour to
the experiences of a Buckingham
graduate, here is my story so far.

For the past four years, I have also been
an associate lecturer at the Open
University in London teaching social work
law and practice and in 2002 I was
appointed to the post of lecturer in law at
the University of Wales Institute, Cardiff
where I am also reading for my PhD in
European law. As if I have not got enough
on my plate between practice, teaching
and research, I was invited to become a
trustee and a chairman of the board of
directors of a charity called Advocacy
Matters (Wales) four months ago. The
charity operates in Cardiff and the Vale of
Glamorgan providing independent
advocacy services to people with learning
disabilities who are disadvantaged and
lacking a voice when accessing social and
community care services under the
community care and mental health
legislation. Thus, whilst my home is still in
Buckingham, I can generally be found on
the road anywhere between the M25, M4,
M5, and M1.

My main aim in writing this story is to
assure the students that whilst life is full of
twists and turns and almost invariably has
a tendency to throw up nasty surprises,
they will achieve their goals and they will
succeed in becoming valuable members
of society through sheer tenacity and hard
work and most vital of all, being mindful of
just one thing – Aliis Volis Propriis!

James Wong (LLB ’96)
After graduating from Buckingham and
qualifying as an English barrister in 1996, I
reinvested the extra year back into
education – this time in an American Ivy
League institution. I became the pioneer
from Buckingham to matriculate at
University of Pennsylvania and was
among the first group of Singaporeans to
graduate from its law school! Nothing is
impossible - just that someone hasn’t tried
it yet.

I did well at UPenn and won a double
scholarship on graduation, which helped
with the choice of my first job in a US
covert investigative agency. Thus, this
young (then) aspiring lawyer packed his
bags and left downtown Philadelphia for
upmarket Manhattan. I stayed in New
York until 1998 when I returned to
Singapore to be admitted locally as an
advocate - my parents wouldn’t have it
otherwise!

Hence, I practised faithfully as a solicitor,
pushing paper for two years until the
Southern heat worked up my boredom
and I uprooted and joined a Wall Street
law firm in 2001. I worked in their UK
office, as I wanted London as my working
base to fund frequent weekend trips and
holidays in Europe. I buried myself in bond
finance and debt-restructuring work for
three years, whilst enjoying the high life in
the city - from business travels, dinners
with parliamentarians at the House of
Commons to drinks parties in the House
of Lords. I was even brazen enough to be
a candidate in UK’s 2002 national council
elections – I must have been drunk when I
agreed to stand for my borough!

I am now once again back in Singapore,
but this time of my own volition. Home is,
after all, where the heart is, and mine has
returned to the likes of humid Singapore.

John O. Dale (LLB ’00)
I am currently working
for the national team of
NHS Direct on a
project called NHS
Professionals. This is a
nursing agency being
run by the NHS and
NHS Direct provides
Contact Centre
Services from three

centres, in Bristol, Southampton and
Chatham (Kent). The aim is to reduce the
reliance of the NHS on commercial
nursing agencies and it is working well. My
post is to co-ordinate and facilitate the
introduction of the service and ensure they
are working within agreed parameters
while representing NHS Direct national
team with the NHS Professionals national
team.

I also chair two Charities.
FIESTA UK is the Filipino International
Emergency Services Training Association.
This provides equipment and training to
the services in the Philippines. FIESTA UK
also organises the Milton Keynes Filipino
Festival in August each year. This is the
second biggest Filipino event in the
country and attracted 15,000 visitors in
2003. The 2004 festival is on the 21st and
22nd August at Campbell Park, Milton
Keynes. It is truly a multicultural affair, as
we have many visitors from countries all
over the world attending.

TarsierUK is a web-based charity that is
designed to bring the plight of the Tarsier
Monkey to the attention of the public. The
Tarsier Monkey was found on every island
in the Pacific and Mainland areas of
Australia, China, and Malaya at the turn of
the 20th Century. Now there are thought to
be fewer than 5,000 animals left on three
islands in the Philippine chain and one
Indonesian island. The monkey is billed as
the world’s smallest, being between four
and six inches tall when fully grown. It is
not researched, therefore is not properly
recognised by anyone, except the
Philippine Government, as being
endangered.

The websites for these two organisations
are:
www.fiestauk.homestead.com/homepage.
html and
www.tarsieruk.homestead.com/home.html
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Jeremy Hewitt
(BSc Business Studies ’96)

I write to
congratulate
Buckingham for the
recent Quality
Assurance Agency
(QAA) inspection.
(See Dr. Kealey’s
message last issue).

Over 9 years ago I was one of those
annoying students who never failed to
indicate how I thought the university
could improve and I am delighted that
Buckingham continues to welcome
suggestions and ideas from students at a
time when other places follow the route
of the ‘post-modern’ university magical
fad of trying to be something out of
nothing.

Since leaving Buckingham I have been
very fortunate to have completed a Post
Graduate Certificate of Education, MA in
ICT and Education, and recently I
completed the ‘new’ Master of Research
qualification. In September 2002 I ‘won’,
the Economic and Social Research
Council (ESRC) competition for PhD
state funding.

I trumpet to make a point! These later
successes were all contingent on
Buckingham’s existence because it was
the only University to provide a two year
degree opportunity and where my
qualifications were acceptable. This
meant I could be a QTS teacher in only
three years’ study time. Then I met Jenni
Beard who was wonderfully supportive
and later instrumental in my assessment
and characterisation as "dyslexic" by
Professor David McLoughlin.

I desire Buckingham to flourish because
diverse education provision is essential
for dyslexic learners who might need
something other than ‘more of the same’
to transform and become genuinely
successful. The contributions of staff and
students from Buckingham’s new school
of education are timely and I wish it
every success.

I am delighted to see Buckingham gain
QAA "top marks" because in a world
where universities multiply and PhD’s are
everywhere in blurred private/semi/state-
funded categories quality mark outcomes
such as the QAA and ESRC seem to be
increasingly vital for success. In many
places anything other than "top marks"
means no funding at all!"

Greetings from Singapore
We graduated at different times from
Buckingham Law and had not met each
other until we started working as
Assistant Public Prosecutors in the
Attorney General's Chambers of
Singapore. Naturally, we were very
surprised and excited to learn that there
were four of us from Buckingham.

Lalitha Nair (second from left) graduated
in 1995, Lifong (Lyn) Chang (second
from right) graduated in 1996,
Manokaran Sharma (first from left)
graduated in 1997 and lastly Jayarajan
Gopalakrishna graduated in 1998. The
first to join AGC was Jaya. He joined
AGC in June 2001, whilst Lyn and Mano
joined in January 2002, followed by
Lalitha in June 2002.

Due to the heavy workload in Chambers
we were not able to meet up until
sometime in November 2003 when Mano
threw a house party for us. On the
occasion of our first gathering, we talked
about our good times as well as the
times we had to slog in Buckingham. We
all shared the same sentiment that our
undergraduate years in Buckingham
were nothing short of eventful yet
peaceful, magical and memorable.
Although we graduated at different times,
we all shared the same sentiments about
the wonderful life Buckingham offered us.
At the end of that night, we left the party
longing to return to Bucks soon.
Thus we decided that we should also
share our story with our fellow alumni
and take this opportunity to express our
heartfelt thanks to all our lecturers,
tutors, classmates, housemates,
administrators and friends in Buckingham
who have made our two years there
memorable.

Thank you, Buckingham, for an
experience we will never forget.
Lalitha Nair (LLB ’95), Lifong (Lyn)
Chang (LLB ’96), Jayarajan
Gopalakrishna (LLB ’98) and
Manokaran Sharma (LLB ’97)

Thomas Kusserow
(Wedel exchange ’97)

I appreciate the Alumni
Office’s hard work to
keep the Alumni
connected with each
other and to the
University. For us,
keeping in touch with
old friends is
sometimes a problem

when there are so many other tasks to
do in one’s life.

I took part in the Wedel exchange
programme in the Summer/Autumn of
1997 and really have to say that the
Buckingham period was the best part of
my entire degree programme. I finished
Industrial Engineering
("Wirtschaftsingenieurwesen") in 1998
and started working for the ABB group in
Cottbus, Germany, in the electrical
engineering business.

After completing a trainee-programme, I
continued on in sales and became
marketing executive in the summer of
2002. After four years with ABB, I
switched to a small 32-people company
in Hanau (near Frankfurt), as assistant of
the CEO, which I considered more
challenging than working for a major
company.

However, I found out that marketing is my
true passion and in February 2004 set up
my own business. My Chinese fiancé and
I are helping companies from China and
Germany to enter, or to further penetrate,
the European market. Probably, this
might be a service of interest for many of
my Buckingham mates who are
searching for business opportunities in
Europe. Of course, it would be a
pleasure for me to help them. More
information can be found at
www.english.kusserow-consulting.com
and the AlumNet web site, under the
Featured Business section.

I am very happy that I could use the
"Featured Business" section of the
AlumNet to offer this service to the other
Alumni. It really shows that the University
of Buckingham not only gives
professional education but also assists
us in entering and coping with the
professional live.

Thank you so much for revamping
AlumNet, and best wishes from Germany
to you and all the Alumni!
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Engagements, Marriages..

Engagements
Thomas Kusserow
(Wedel exchange ’97)

My private life has changed a lot since
1997 and is now better than ever. I have
a fiancée from China (PR), whom I met
on a tourist trip in 2002. Her name is
Weina Deng; she was our tour guide in
Shanghai and her German was already
pretty good at that time. Now she studies
industrial engineering at FH Wiesbaden
(near Frankfurt), and I started to learn
Chinese recently - which is probably even
harder than studying at Buckingham.

Mark Simpson
(BA History and Politics ’87)

I was lucky enough to meet Camilla
Hepworth at the Christmas 2002
wedding of Matthew Liggett (BA PEL
‘88) when best man (and Camilla’s flat-
mate) James Totton (BSc Economics
‘87) sat us next to each other, in the
beautiful Queen's Chapel, on Savoy Hill,
in London. Camilla and I got engaged in
Greece on 22 June 2003 and will be
married in Cheshire just over a year later.
Yours, very happy and excited,
Mark 

Bolanle Animashaun (BSc Biological
Sciences ’93) is getting married in
August 2004 to another Buckingham
alumnus, Osita Anienwelu (LLB ’94).

Marriages
Matthew Liggett (BA PEL ’87) married
Victoria (neé Woods) on 21 December
2002.The venue for the wedding was the
Savoy Chapel, in London, followed by a
reception at the Savoy Hotel, London.
Buckingham alumni, who attended the
wedding, were Mark Simpson (BA
History and Politics ’87); James Totton
(BSc Economics ‘87) - best man,
Michael Barlow (LLB ’88) – usher,
Desmond Patrick-Smith (BSc Business

Studies’87) - usher, Simon Tarry (BSc
Economics ’87), Chris Tarry (BSc
Business Studies ’87), Robert Mitchell
(BSc Economics ’87), Nick Salter (BSc
Business Studies ’87) and Gary
Forrest (BSc Econ AFM ’89).
Honeymoon was a round the world trip to
the US, Fiji, New Zealand and Australia.

Yat (Mike) Ng (MSc Business
Economics ’01) married Lai (Hazel)
Mok (BSc Psychology ’00) on 10 May
2003, at the Chapel of the Chinese
University of Hong Kong Chung Chi
College. This was followed by a wedding
banquet in Grand Stanford Inter-
continental Hong Kong with more than
200 guests.

Hazel is currently working as a Research
Assistant at the Faculty of Medicine,
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Mike is
currently doing marketing work at the

Hong Kong Trade Development Council
and thinking of entering the banking
industry.

Leonard Freeke (BSc Business
Studies ’89) recently got married to Tati
in Bandung, Indonesia. Buckingham
alumni and Leonard’s very dear friends
Marie-Louise Mandl (BSc Economics
’91), John Ashton (BSc Business
Studies ’89), Douglas Glen (BSc
Business Studies ’89) and Rishma
Kaur were present. In Leonard’s words:
"It was a very special time for us… We
could not be happier; all our wishes are
coming true."

Marushka Thanawalla (Bsc Econ ’96;
MSc Business Econ ’97), on whose
engagement to Saumil we reported in the
Autumn 2003 issue, married Saumil on
20 December 2003, in Mumbai. There
were many guests from all over India and
abroad. Ashna Singh (BSc Business
Studies '96) attended the celebrations.
She came from Delhi for the wedding. In
Marushka’s words: "We had a few
fabulously fun parties from the 16th of
December onwards, so we managed to
relax and unwind in Nepal after that!"
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..and Births
Ashish Antia (LLB ’98) married Dr.
Rustom Mody on 22 January 2004 and
the only way she could describe that day
was as a "fairytale dream wedding". Here
is her account: "We had a typical Parsi
wedding with all the ceremonies,
commencing with an official engagement
at the groom’s house and an engagement

party, hosted by my parents at night.
The day after our engagement we had a
ceremony, which requires a married man,
with children, close to the family, to plant a
mango branch in a pot, signifying fertility
for the couple. This ceremony is done at
both the groom’s and the bride’s houses.
We decided to adopt the custom but with
a twist and had one ceremony at my
house for some very close family and
friends. We ended up having so much fun
that after lunch we went to do the planting
and forgot the tree!

On the wedding day I awoke at the crack
of dawn, took my dog for a long walk and
returned to wait for the priest, who came
to pray for my marital happiness. I can’t
remember much except feeling in equal
measure extreme nerves and then
extreme happiness as I reached the
venue of the wedding ceremony.
Immediate family and a few close friends
witnessed the ceremony. It was very quick
and before I knew it I had a glass in my
hand and everyone was toasting us.

After lunch we were rushed to my in-laws
for a ceremony that signified my entering
their family and then to the Taj Hotel. We
finally arrived, after being delayed, as the
band played "Congratulations" and about
400 guests stood up and applauded our
arrival. Although I had spent months
planning the event and was so nervous
about how everything would turn out with
the grace of God my wedding was beyond
perfect and far more beautiful then my
wildest dreams."

…and Births
Alexander Zorn
(Occasional ’88),
who is married to
Dr. Andrea Zorn
(née Eyermann),
informed us of the
birth of Annabel
Nina Sophia
(pictured with her
father) in 2001 and
the birth of Carolin
Vicky Amely in
2003.

Nathan and Isabella Badenoch (nee Stoehr –
BSc Business Studies ’89) are proud to

introduce their daughter Anjali Kana Ruth,
who was born on 24 October 2003, in Chiang
Mai, Thailand.

Muhammad Uteem (LLB
’93) married Adila Osman
on 4 February 2000. Their
daughter, Sania, pictured
left, was born on 3
November 2003.

Yeng (Joshua) Wong  (BSc AFM ’98) got
married in March 1997. Following that, he
trained as a chartered accountant and qualified
as ACA in early 2002. Now Joshua heads an
accounts department of a trading company in
the city of London. He sent us the following:

"Recently, on 16 December 2003, Nicholas,
our baby boy was born. We are still amazed by
the whole experience and have never stopped
enjoying it since. I am still in touch with most of
my Buckingham friends from Malaysia, Taiwan,
Singapore and UK."

Guy Hudson (BA History
and Politics ‘83) proudly
announced the birth of his
baby daughter Louisa, on
15th January 2004. Little
Louisa joins Hal (7 years

old) and Christian (5 years old). Guy and his
wife Sarah live peacefully in Kent, occasionally
bumping into Simon Rawlings (BSc AFM ’84)
and keeping in touch with Alexa Chiltern-Hunt
(LLB ’92).

"I have the pleasure to introduce to you my
daughter, Micaela Pons Nevarez", writes

Carlos Fernando
Pons (BSc Business
Economics ’01).
"Micaela was born on
22 January 2004. She
weighted 6.7 lbs. and
was 47 cm tall.
Micaela is my first
daughter, with Monica

Nevarez, to whom I was engaged during my
last year at Buckingham. We got married in
April 2001." 

Patrick Strauss
(MSc Business ’00)
informed us of the
birth of his first child,
Kira Abby, born on 12
February 2004.

The children I am carrying in my arms, writes
Mitsuyoshi Yamamoto (BSc Business
Studies ‘97), are my son Kazusa, who was 3
years old on 5 April 2004, and my newborn

baby girl whose name
is Sana. She was
born on 9 March
2004. My wife Mika
and I have twice
visited the University
in the years after my
Graduation. One day I
would like to take my

children to study in the University of
Buckingham too.

Finally, we are happy to break the happy news
that our friend and colleague Jane Russell has
recently given birth to twin boys. Here is Jane’s

message: "Stuart and Jamie were born on 29
March 2004, 3 weeks early. Stuart arrived first,
weighing 6lb 6.5oz, followed by Jamie,
weighing 6lb 5.5 oz (a really good weight for
twins).
They are doing really well - although they don't
agree with sleeping at night - obviously
potential party animals of the future.



Sally-Anne Jones
(BSc Business Studies ’94)
As soon as I left Buckingham, I became
a City Derivatives trader which was really
good fun but hard work! I then went into
TV and have appeared in over 35 TV
programmes, including NBC Breakfast
News, SKY1, ITV, Channel 4 and
Channel 5. I have also appeared (over 40
times) in Mail on Sunday, The Star, The
Sun, The Daily Mirror, The Times and
Sunday Times.

Lately, I have diversified a bit into the real
estate business - I own Property Ladder
International Ltd. and am currently in
negotiations to start a property TV
station.

Kevin Daly
(BSc Business Economics ’93)
I recently launched my own international
recruitment business - Daly Macintyre
International Ltd - based in London
(www.dalymacintyre.com). Not married
and living in Clapham, South London.
Still in regular contact with Anne
Rampacher (BSc Psychology ’93),
Alex Rosello (BSc Economics ’93),
Mensah Sarbah (BA English Literature
’93), Richard Ives (BA English
Literature ’95), Jose Tellechea (BSc
Business Studies ’93), Paul Platou
(BSc Business Studies ’93) and Alec
Baxter (BSc Business Studies ’94).

Carlos Fernando Pons
(BSc Business Economics ’01)
At the moment I am running a trading
operation between Spain, Colombia and
Ecuador along with my sister Mariasol
Pons (BSc Economics, Business and
Law ‘ 02), having offices in all three
countries. Mariasol is managing the
operation in Spain, called "Hispanic
Products distribution & services",
while I have returned to Ecuador to run
Fivelsa SA with offices in Colombia and
Ecuador.

Mohammad Assad Khan
Sikandarkhel (LLB ’00)

Following Buckingham, I read for the Bar
exams at the Inns of Court School of
Law, thereafter, I was called to the Bar as
a Barrister at Lincoln's Inn. Tripping on
the heels of my training in London, I was
offered a scholarship to read LLM in
International Arbitration, Corporate,
Commercial and Finance Law at King's
College and London School of
Economics.

I am presently a tenant barrister at a
leading chamber in Pakistan and am
advising and representing various
government ministries, departments,
organisations, banks and trans-national
corporations in my individual capacity.

Thinking now of Buckingham, I can't help
but quote "O' call back yesterday, bid
time return"- Shakespeare in Richard II.
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And now “something financial” from Alexander Heywood (BA History and Politics ‘91)
Do you want to build your house on the Rock?

The traditional Judaic-Christian principle is
"get rich slow". What does this imply? In
basic terms, most of the best things in life
take time to build and develop; for
example, a parent invests in the joys of
bringing up children. If you want to
become a millionaire you can plan for it.

By planning you may build up budgeting,
cash flow, investment and tax avoidance
and mitigation skills.
Without reserves (liquid emergency
deposits), you need to be careful with
long-term investments because the
dangers of short-term events necessitate
accessible contingency money.

If you have some deposits, you may be
able to afford investments and the well-
known tax efficient discounted long-term
money brokered product, i.e. a pension.
But events you can protect against require
protection products such as "life
assurance, critical illness insurance, and
income protection" in place or you may be
knocked off course; therefore you need
protection.

Protection products are priced such that if
they are relatively expensive they start
soon after an event, for example three
months (technically a "deferral" period) of
redundancy, being unable to work due to
cancer, stroke, heart attack etc; "income
protection".

Thus, if you build up your deposits, you
can knock out some protection products
and replace these with waiting periods
such as one year before they pay out.
Once you have sufficient reserves,
protection products in place, and pensions
and investments, then you can afford to
take a higher attitude to risk on part of
your portfolio and have some fun
investments. At this stage, you now have
"your house built on the rock".

My C.V.: Half English, half Scottish, with a
bit of Welsh, Irish and French thrown in, I
was brought up in Wimbledon and now
am happily married, with two children,
living in the South Downs.

An independent financial advisor, I "do"
collective investments; on and offshore,
geared and plain. Equally, a full advice
and recommendation mortgage broker.
Having started out as a Lloyd's broker
before my HPE degree at Buckingham,
and a year's teacher training, I then
concentrated on investments. Inheritance
tax, Capital Gains Tax, Corporation Tax,
Withholding taxes, double taxation
treaties, Income Tax and estate planning
are all part and parcel of investments and
financial planning.

Currently working at Widelist Investments
Ltd T/as Castle Investment Consultants,
Independent Financial Advisers,
Authorised and Regulated by the
Financial Services Authority. Address: 31,
Woodbury Avenue, Petersfield,
Hampshire, GU32 2ED. Answer phone:
01730 233692. Your home is at risk if you
do not keep up payments on it.

Alumni News



Every February Buckingham changes to a
building site, where huge wooden slats, rods
and white plastic covers are brought to the lawn
in front of Beloff House. Then everybody knows
that the Swan Ball is coming and all of a
sudden a huge white marquee appears as
speedily as the graduates.

The graduation day started in the packed St
Peter & St Paul’s church, where proud families
and friends clapped and cheered for the 220
graduates.

After the grandiose ceremonies the graduates
and their families enjoyed coffee and lunch in
the fantastic facilities in front of the Beloff House
that turned into a great Ballroom a few hours
later.

The Swan Ball was certainly one of the
highlights of the graduation 2004, when the
graduates danced the night away to all kinds of
music. The Beatle band cheered the arriving

guests up and so the dance floor filled quickly.
The Samba band and their dancers, who were
wearing sexy feathered costumes, entertained
not only the male audience. The incomparable
atmosphere under the starry sky encouraged
everyone to celebrate and therefore it was not
surprising that even later that evening you could
still see parents among the crowd. It seemed as
if the dance floor never emptied and more than
300 people, invigorated by the breakfast, made
it for the survivors’ picture at 6 o’clock in the
morning.
The Swan Ball is definitely an event, which

demonstrates the uniqueness of the University
of Buckingham, where people from different
cultural backgrounds and all ages get together
and celebrate.

This year Buckingham’s multi-cultural tradition
was also reflected by the Polish Art exhibition,
which accompanied the graduation festivities.

The extraordinary paintings, loaned by
Ruprecht von Heusinger (BSc Economics
’93), pictured below, 
created a warm atmosphere in the
Examination rooms, where usually nervous

students tremble with fear during exam terms.
Ruprecht discovered the four young Polish
painters in a gallery in Krakow when he was
looking for new paintings to decorate his flat,
and exhibits their art in his Cologne art gallery.

The exhibition included a reading by Marjana 
Gaponenko of her poetry and a Polish Evening
where the Polish Consul General Tomasz Trafas
(pictured below, third from right) and Krystyna
Milewska (below, in the centre), the Counsellor
for Science and Education attended and
advertised Poland and its culture. The Consul
General was impressed by the outcome of the
exhibition, particularly that 10% of any sales of

the exhibition would go towards a fund
sponsoring Polish students to come to
Buckingham.

The organisers and performers did a great job
and I can’t wait to see the lorries bringing the
white tent next year.
Laura Gloëckler (Marketing with Media
Communications)

And a few words from the Organisers of the
Ball
The Graduation Dinner was held in the
sumptuous surroundings of Whittlebury Hall
Hotel, where Mike Lucas (Lecturer in
Accounting and Finance) and his Jazz Trio
played during the dinner, much to the delight of
his students.

The Ball was a huge success with over 700
guests attending. The marquee was still packed
with guests having a great time, when the
photographer took the survivors’ photo. This was
greeted with a huge cheer, which said it all for
me! It was wonderful to see so many of our
graduates and students having such a good
time and a night they will (hopefully), always
remember.

Sheila Taylor
Students' Union Administrator
Tel. +44 (0) 1280 822522
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University News
Graduation 2004 and Swan Ball

I was saddened to read of the deaths of Pete
Conroy, Alan Poole and James Martin-Bates. I
knew each of them well through my time at the
University, especially Pete and James Martin-
Bates and my thoughts and wishes are with their
families and friends.
I was one of the Law School Secretaries (then
Claire Scardifield), with Chris Evans as was
(now Pearce) from 1979 to 1984, five years that
were so enjoyable!
In those days, of course, the Law Faculty was
much smaller and I am proud to say that during
my time there and for every new intake of
students, I knew each and every one by face
and name. It made for a happy family-orientated
atmosphere to work and study in - each day was

a joy to go into work – not many places that can
be said of!
I was at the University during the days of Lord
Beloff - he was such an inspiration and he had
the vision to make things work. Again, in the Law
School, it was during the reign of Professor
James - what a character! - and the days when
Andrew Durand was "just" an exceptionally good
Lecturer and not a Professor, and I was in fear
of Michael Robinson and his infamous
"tantrums"!!  Not to mention Clifford Hall and his
bull terrier, Edgar, who joined all tutorials!  I think
that dog must have got at least a 2:1!!
It really was a great time then. Mrs. Long and
her famous scones on the trolley that used to
come round to us in the mornings! I think she

was a great favourite with the students as well.
Admissions used to be just a small office with
Kim Kavangah and Carole Pearson, running a
very tight ship.
I think they really were halcyon days when each
student was a friend and getting from one side
of the campus to the other took ages because
you were always meeting people (students and
staff alike) who wanted to chat.
I would very much like to hear from any pre-
1984 students and staff.
I send my very best wishes through the
Independent to all the students and staff I met at
the University of Buckingham, during 1979 to
1984, and hope they are all doing very well in
their chosen professions.

Claire Griffiths reminisces on her years at Buckingham
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University News

The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education (QAA) is responsible for ensuring
that UK Universities and Colleges are providing
awards of an acceptable quality and
appropriate academic standard. As Britain’s
only fully independent degree-awarding
institution, the University is not subject to
compulsory quality inspection, but it decided to
benchmark itself against other British
universities by inviting the QAA to audit its
degree programmes.

Exactly two years ago the Vice-Chancellor
asked me to help prepare the University for the
audit in November 2003. Having spent 18 years
working in academic departments across the
University, I was aware that I would miss the
daily contact with students and academic
colleagues, but I also realised how important a
successful inspection would be for the

academic reputation of the University and for
our students and alumni. The fact that
Buckingham was putting itself forward for
external scrutiny was reported in the Times
Higher Education Supplement under the
headline ‘Private Bucks asks for public QAA
scrutiny’ so the press was already taking notice!  

The brief was fairly daunting, as we were one of
the first British Universities to undergo the new-
style QAA institutional audit introduced in 2002.
My experience had given me a firm belief in the
quality of our degrees, our care for students and
the commitment of our staff, but could we
demonstrate this to a team of external
inspectors from QAA? Professor Len Evans
(former Dean of Sciences) and I embarked on a
challenging but rewarding 18 months of
preparation. We had great support from
students and staff and it culminated in the

findings of the audit team that "broad
confidence (the best judgement available) can
be placed in the University’s current and likely
future management of the quality of its
programmes and the quality of its awards". The
audit team commended "the commitment of
staff to providing academic and pastoral
support for students" and remarked that our
students were amongst the nicest they had ever
interviewed. The students’ involvement was
pivotal to the whole process and their written
submission was also highly praised by the audit
team. All those involved in this venture did their
University proud and we extend our thanks to
you all. I am also proud to have been a part of
it and I hope that this result will reaffirm your
pride in having been a student here.

Anne Miller
Quality Assurance Manager

Successful QAA Audit for the University

Alumni on QAA

May I thank you for making me welcome to the
QAA celebration. My only regret is that I had to
leave early. I was proud to be part of this

landmark occasion and must say that Dr
Kealey, whom I have not met before, greatly
impressed me not only with his commitment to
Buckingham but I found his zeal, charm, vision
and flair quite infectious. I sensed an air of
renewed optimism in Buckingham and shall
always remember the brief one and a half
hours I spent in the company of the great and
the good...
Best Wishes and Regards from
Mayo Win-Pe (LLB ’97)

I would like to forward my most sincere
congratulations to students, staff and
management, past and present, who have
contributed to this high quality of standard
awarded to the University.
I, for one, have always been a proud alumnus
and am delighted to hear such good news.
Marco Previero
(BSc Economics ’93)

All - New AlumNet Launched
On 27 February 2004
AlumNet, Version 2,
was launched.
AlumNet is a Web
site aimed at helping
our alumni - a valued
part of the University
community - to stay
in touch with each
other and with the
University.

The new site includes advice from the
University's Careers Officers; a mentoring
section where younger AlumNet members are
paired with experienced alumni for careers

guidance; publicity for alumni businesses in
the "Featured Business" section; the
opportunity to rekindle old friendships through
the alumni search facility; access to
information about potential business contacts
who are all Buckingham alumni; and a
revamped discussion board.

Please feel free to explore the site at
www.buckingham.ac.uk/alumnet/ and to join
up. We welcome any comments you might
have (anne.matsuoka@buckingham.ac.uk).
Rest assured that this is only the beginning.
We shall be constantly working to keep the
site useful, interesting and up to date and
hope that you will make a point of checking
AlumNet on a regular basis.

Anne Matsuoka, PR/Alumni Relations Officer,
said to alumni at the time of the launch, "We
want to stay in touch, we want to help, we
want to have fun! You were a student for two
intense years at Buckingham and you will be
an alumnus for the rest of your life - don't
forget us - we won't forget you."

Exciting developments are afoot at the
University of Buckingham Foundation. Many of
you will already be aware of the existence of
the Foundation, which is the fundraising arm of
the University. Earlier this year I was appointed
as Director of the Foundation to take the
Foundation forward to its next stage of major
fundraising. I see it as a challenging task and
am thrilled at the idea of helping to continue to
make Buckingham University an institution with
which you will be proud to be associated.

The University needs money for scholarships,
research, new professorial appointments,
renovation and improvement of its fabric and

the creation of new buildings that will be worthy
of your alma mater. How many of you
remember the derelict Prebend House and my
persuasions adversely to possess it in my land
law lectures? I still have not succeeded!

To help me in my task, I have the excellent
assistance of Sarah Rush whom many of you
will remember. Sarah has been with the
University for many years, most recently as
Secretary of the Friends of the University, and
she arranges lectures and concerts on a
regular basis. Sarah and I will be working
closely with the Vice-Chancellor, Dr Terence
Kealey, and with Anne Matsuoka in the 

alumni office.

If you would like to know more, look at the
Foundation web page
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/ubfoundation and
do please contact Sarah and me with any
suggestions you would like to make. Our
telephone number is +44 (0) 1280 820263 and
our email is ubfoundation@buckingham.ac.uk

Mary Welstead
Director
University of Buckingham Foundation

University of Buckingham Foundation
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Marketing and Admissions Update

Careers Corner
As you know, while Tracy Dunkley was on
maternity leave, Marcus Williams took over as
Careers Adviser for the University. Now Tracy
has returned and the University will be
employing both Marcus and Tracy to run the
Careers Service. Deborah Beattie has moved
from the Careers Service to work full-time in
the Library and has been replaced by Janice
Circuit. Many of you will remember Janice
from her time in the Management Department.
The new team are always open to suggestions
on ways to improve the service for both
students and alumni.
The AlumNet is up and running and you can

now sign up to become an Alumni Mentor or if
you have need of expert advice as a user of
this service. Since the launch of the AlumNet
many of you have offered your services for
which we all are very grateful. If you have not
yet heard anything from present and/or recent
students please bear with us, as with the new
term more and more students will begin to ask
for your advice and expertise.

Another way that you can help both the
Careers Service and students/alumni is by
telling us about Recruitment websites,
Agencies or schemes that you know of and
have used. With the ever changing World Wide
Web and development in the world your

advice and expertise will be invaluable.
Anyone wishing to give a presentation or run a
workshop with students about the Company
they work for, or give an Industry Insight or
explain/run a workshop about recruitment
practices in, say, banking would be more than
welcome. We cannot offer a fee but warm
hospitality and the opportunity to meet and
work with some potential world leaders.

Please do contact Tracy or Marcus on 01280
828217 / 828218 or email us at
tracy.dunkley@buckingham.ac.uk or
marcus.williams@buckingham.ac.uk

The first five months of this year have proved
very busy with visits to:
February - Channel Islands - Philipp von Both;
March - Moscow - Penka Marinova, Charlotte
Walsh; Isle of Man - Mike McCrostie; China –
Frances Robinson; Bermuda - George Jones;
April – Pakistan - Frances Robinson; Dubai -
Sabah Jassim, Susan Edwards; Kazakhstan -
Penka Marinova; May - Nigeria/Ghana - Irving
Stevens; Mauritius – Jennifer Shearman;
Bulgaria - Penka Marinova.

Plans for later in the year include India, Pakistan
and China again, Malaysia/Singapore, Hong
Kong / Taiwan and possibly East Africa, the
Channel Islands again, Switzerland and Paris
(International Schools). We will try and keep you
informed of the times and details on the website.
Of course we like to tie in alumni events with
these trips and Anne Matsuoka and her team
will try and contact alumni in good time.

However, to do this we need you all to keep us
up to date on your email addresses etc.

The new 2004/05 prospectus is now available
and there are some changes from last year:
1. One prospectus now covers both
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes.
2. The Vice Chancellor's introduction has been
expanded to cover quality issues, notably our
recent success in the Quality Assurance Audit
where we achieved the highest category (‘broad
confidence’).
3. The quality of our staff is now highlighted with
brief paragraphs about many of the senior
academics and their interests.
4. Details on fees, scholarships and discounts
have been brought up to date, underlining how
particularly price competitive we are for two
groups, international (non-EU) students and
local students living at home.

On this last point, we have prepared two special
brochures aimed at these two markets,
highlighting our quality and value for money. If
any of you want copies of the prospectus and/or
these brochures, please do email:
admissions@buckingham.ac.uk

We still have our appreciation scheme of £250
per student, payable to the alumnus/a who
introduced them. I know many of you do not
wish to claim this money and, of course, we are
very grateful as that means it remains available
to the University to invest. I hope soon to be able
to allow alumni to elect to have the amount
contributed to an annual fund specifically aimed
at improving services for current students.

Alistair Alcock
Deputy Vice-Chancellor

The worldwide obesity epidemic, and its
associated healthcare costs, is now featured daily
in the news - on television, radio and in the press.

It is estimated that at least 300 million people in
the world are clinically obese. Although they
spend 50 billion dollars per year on attempts to
reduce weight, less than 1 billion dollars is spent
on pharmaceutical anti-obesity drugs. This
indicates the small number of effective treatments
currently available and the need to find new
drugs.

The British Pharmacological Society focused
meeting on "Obesity: Potential Pharmacological
Targets" was held in April 2004. Speakers from
the USA, France, Australia, Germany, Sweden
and the UK presented lectures covering a wide
range of potential new treatments to an

international audience. The presentations
included Dr Claire Stocker from the University of
Buckingham describing her pioneering research
on the association of low birth weight and the
development of obesity and type-2 diabetes in
adult life.

The scientific programme has been developed by
Professors Mike Cawthorne and Jon Arch from
the University’s Clore Laboratory, together with
Professor Paul Trayhurn (University of Liverpool)
and Dr Sharon Cheetham (RenaSci). The local
organiser was Monique Heald, Clore Laboratory.

University News

British Pharmacological Society Held Expert Obesity Meeting at University 

The School of Business has launched a new
series of Research seminars, the first of which
was held on Tuesday, 24th February. The
theme of the seminar was Critical Realism.

V.S.Mahesh explained that a key objective of
the series was to explore different methods,
employed by researchers, from diverse cultures
and areas of interest with the primary focus
being business-related research.

There were two main speakers at the seminar,
Dr Anand Kasturi and Dr Tony Lawson.

Dr Kasturi (pictured), who has just been
awarded his DPhil degree by the University of

Buckingham, raised some
interesting questions on the
effect of a researcher’s
cultural and philosophical
within the Critical realism
framework.
Then, Dr Tony Lawson, an
eminent researcher from

Cambridge University and author of
"Economics and Reality" and "Re-orienting

Economics" spoke on the limitations imposed
on researchers in the field of Economics. He
emphasised the positive impact of Critical
Realism.

An interesting discussion followed, chaired by
Dr Ronnie Lessem.

The presence of over thirty faculty members,
post-graduate and research students and a few
guests helped make this, the first of the series
an enjoyable occasion.

Business School launches new series of Research seminars
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For the past five years Olga Thomas (Lecturer
in Law, Director Part-Time LLB) has been taking

part in the 5-km Race for
Life in order to raise funds
for Cancer Research UK.
This year she has decided
to push herself to the limit
and ran the London
Marathon (42 km) on the
18th of April for the same
cause.

After 12 weeks of hard training she got an
Achilles injury, which meant that she wasn't able
to run in the six weeks preceding the event.
Unrepentant Olga said: "I am still intending to be
at that Start line on 18 April and run or, if I have
to, walk or crawl my way to the finish line!"

Olga did manage to complete her first ever
marathon despite her injury. She said: "The first
20 miles were ok with my Achilles holding up
well (I would even say that the first 13 were
rather enjoyable!) but the last 6 were sheer
agony. But by that stage I was too close to the
finish to give up and the crowds were just

amazing in keeping me going and distracting
me from the pain. I can't even begin to describe
the physical and emotional relief when I finally
crossed the finish line! Thank you to all those
who supported me during my training and most
importantly during the last six frustrating weeks
when I couldn't train. Running a marathon is an
amazing experience. After completing one
myself, I would recommend it to anyone and I
have great respect for anyone who has ever run
one."

Olga Thomas ran the race in memory of
Morayo Atoki. Morayo Atoki graduated from the
University of Buckingham with an LLB in 1987.
She returned to Buckingham and completed the
LLM in International and Commercial Law in
1991 and was awarded the prize for best all
round performance. In 1992 she commenced
her doctorate under the supervision of Professor
Susan Edwards, while teaching Criminal Law
and Law of Torts as a part-time lecturer. In July
1995 she got married to James Peniston (LLB
’97). Sadly she lost her fight to cancer a month
later in August 1995, at the age of 30.

To All Alumni
This publication is for you and
if you would like input into the
next issue, please send
comments and ideas to Anne
Matsuoka.

The next publication we
produce will contain more
information, updating you on
where alumni are these days
and what they are up to.

Please Note:

Copy for the next
issue required by

20th August 2004
www.buckingham.ac.uk

Olga Runs the London Marathon

ALUMNI SUMMER PARTY 2004 - GET WILD AT LONDON ZOO!
We will all be partying at the Zoo, between 7.00pm and midnight on Friday, 18 June 2004,
the only day of the year that the London Zoo is open to the public in the evening as well.

We have booked The Prince Albert Suite - a venue with an exquisite
setting, extending to the terrace, the lawn and within the Zoo.
Tickets are £35 each and will include food, some good wine, our
own disco and DJ.

Let’s make the most of it - let’s go wild!
Tickets must be purchased prior to the event, and as early as
possible to secure a place.

Those of you who will be travelling to London - take advantage of
our well situated, safe and fully furnished rooms in South
Kensington! This great value accommodation is available through the
University’s London Office on +44 (0)207 2442916 or email
buckingham@bu-london.co.uk

Finally, keep checking the ever-growing list of the Alumni Summer
Party attendees at
https://extranet.buckingham.ac.uk/alumnet/events-zoo.aspx

To buy your ticket please call Larisa on +44 (0)1280 820213 or email
her on larisa.bogle@buckingham.ac.uk For more information about the illustration please email

meiski@hotmail.com


